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corporate purpose has become a global phenomenon in
recent years increasingly businesses are expected to
produce profitable solutions to the problems of people and
planet and not to profit from producing problems for people
or planet world economic forum however the literature on
how companies can build purpose into their corporate dna
is still very nascent this book first of its kind focuses on how
companies in asia are building purpose into their journey it
contains case studies of companies and their current
journey to become more purpose driven why they do it and
how they did it making up numbers a history of invention in
mathematics offers a detailed but accessible account of a
wide range of mathematical ideas starting with elementary
concepts it leads the reader towards aspects of current
mathematical research the book explains how conceptual
hurdles in the development of numbers and number
systems were overcome in the course of history from
babylon to classical greece from the middle ages to the
renaissance and so to the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries the narrative moves from the pythagorean
insistence on positive multiples to the gradual acceptance
of negative numbers irrationals and complex numbers as
essential tools in quantitative analysis within this
chronological framework chapters are organised
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thematically covering a variety of topics and contexts
writing and solving equations geometric construction
coordinates and complex numbers perceptions of infinity
and its permissible uses in mathematics number systems
and evolving views of the role of axioms through this
approach the author demonstrates that changes in our
understanding of numbers have often relied on the breaking
of long held conventions to make way for new inventions at
once providing greater clarity and widening mathematical
horizons viewed from this historical perspective
mathematical abstraction emerges as neither mysterious
nor immutable but as a contingent developing human
activity making up numbers will be of great interest to
undergraduate and a level students of mathematics as well
as secondary school teachers of the subject in virtue of its
detailed treatment of mathematical ideas it will be of value
to anyone seeking to learn more about the development of
the subject group purchasing organizations gpos are a
massive subset of the healthcare industry that negotiate
lower costs for healthcare supplies by buying for several
hospitals at once group purchasing organizations provides
an analysis and critique of this industry modern statistical
methodology and software for analyzing spatial point
patternsspatial point patterns methodology and
applications with r shows scientific researchers and applied
statisticians from a wide range of fields how to analyze their
spatial point pattern data making the techniques accessible
to non mathematicians the authors draw on th keeping in
pace with the changing accounting practices this revised
edition of advanced accounts volume ii provides a
contemporary and comprehensive presentation of
accounting concepts and applications this practical
reference for medicinal and pharmaceutical chemists
combines the theoretical background with modern methods
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as well as applications from recent lead finding and
optimization projects divided into two parts on the
thermodynamics and kinetics of drug receptor interaction
the text provides the conceptual and methodological basis
for characterizing binding mechanisms for drugs and other
bioactive molecules it covers all currently used methods
from experimental approaches such as itc or spr right up to
the latest computational methods case studies of real life
lead or drug development projects are also included so
readers can apply the methods learned to their own
projects finally the benefits of a thorough binding mode
analysis for any drug development project are summarized
in an outlook chapter written by the editors structural
concrete discusses the design and analysis of reinforced
and prestressed concrete structural components and
structures each of the eight chapters of the book tackles a
specific area of concern in structural concrete the text first
deals with the serviceability and safety and then proceeds
to the properties of materials and mix designs the next two
chapters cover reinforced concrete beams and slabs
chapter 5 discusses column and walls while chapter 6
tackles reinforced concrete frames and continuous beams
and slabs the next chapter discusses design structures
while the last chapter covers prestressed concrete the text
will be of great use to undergraduate students of civil and
structural engineering professionals whose work involves
concrete technology will also find the book useful serving as
a flagship driver towards advance research in the area of
big data platforms and applications this book provides a
platform for the dissemination of advanced topics of theory
research efforts and analysis and implementation oriented
on methods techniques and performance evaluation in 23
chapters several important formulations of the architecture
design optimization techniques advanced analytics methods
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biological medical and social media applications are
presented these chapters discuss the research of members
from the ict cost action ic1406 high performance modelling
and simulation for big data applications chipset this volume
is ideal as a reference for students researchers and industry
practitioners working in or interested in joining
interdisciplinary works in the areas of intelligent decision
systems using emergent distributed computing paradigms it
will also allow newcomers to grasp the key concerns and
their potential solutions doctype html public w3c dtd html 4
0 transitional en html meta content text html charset iso
8859 1 equiv content type body a philologically robust
approach to the history of ancient hebrew in this book the
authors work toward constructing an approach to the
history of ancient hebrew that overcomes the chasm of
academic specialization the authors illustrate how cross
textual variable analysis and variation analysis advance
research on biblical hebrew and correct theories based on
extra linguistic assumptions intuitions and ideologies by
focusing on variation of forms uses in the masoretic text
and variation between the masoretic text and other textual
traditions features a unique approach that examines the
nature of the sources and the description of their language
together extensive bibliography for further research tables
of linguistic variables and parallels as time goes on big
companies such as amazon microsoft google and apple
become increasingly interested in virtual assistants the
interest and development of social robots has put research
into affective and social computing at the forefront of the
scene the aim of opinion analysis in interactions is to
present methods based on artificial intelligence through a
combination of machine learning models and symbolic
approaches also discussed are natural language processing
and affective computing via the analysis and generation of
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socio emotional signals the book explores the analysis of
opinions in human human interaction and tackles the less
explored yet crucial challenges related to the analysis
methods of user opinions within the context of human agent
interaction it also illustrates the implementation of
strategies for selecting and generating agent utterances in
response to user opinions and opens up perspectives on the
agent s multimodal generation of utterances that hold
attitudes
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corporate purpose has become a global phenomenon in
recent years increasingly businesses are expected to
produce profitable solutions to the problems of people and
planet and not to profit from producing problems for people
or planet world economic forum however the literature on
how companies can build purpose into their corporate dna
is still very nascent this book first of its kind focuses on how
companies in asia are building purpose into their journey it
contains case studies of companies and their current
journey to become more purpose driven why they do it and
how they did it
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making up numbers a history of invention in mathematics
offers a detailed but accessible account of a wide range of
mathematical ideas starting with elementary concepts it
leads the reader towards aspects of current mathematical
research the book explains how conceptual hurdles in the



development of numbers and number systems were
overcome in the course of history from babylon to classical
greece from the middle ages to the renaissance and so to
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the narrative moves
from the pythagorean insistence on positive multiples to the
gradual acceptance of negative numbers irrationals and
complex numbers as essential tools in quantitative analysis
within this chronological framework chapters are organised
thematically covering a variety of topics and contexts
writing and solving equations geometric construction
coordinates and complex numbers perceptions of infinity
and its permissible uses in mathematics number systems
and evolving views of the role of axioms through this
approach the author demonstrates that changes in our
understanding of numbers have often relied on the breaking
of long held conventions to make way for new inventions at
once providing greater clarity and widening mathematical
horizons viewed from this historical perspective
mathematical abstraction emerges as neither mysterious
nor immutable but as a contingent developing human
activity making up numbers will be of great interest to
undergraduate and a level students of mathematics as well
as secondary school teachers of the subject in virtue of its
detailed treatment of mathematical ideas it will be of value
to anyone seeking to learn more about the development of
the subject
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group purchasing organizations gpos are a massive subset
of the healthcare industry that negotiate lower costs for
healthcare supplies by buying for several hospitals at once
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modern statistical methodology and software for analyzing
spatial point patternsspatial point patterns methodology
and applications with r shows scientific researchers and
applied statisticians from a wide range of fields how to
analyze their spatial point pattern data making the
techniques accessible to non mathematicians the authors
draw on th
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keeping in pace with the changing accounting practices this
revised edition of advanced accounts volume ii provides a
contemporary and comprehensive presentation of
accounting concepts and applications
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this practical reference for medicinal and pharmaceutical
chemists combines the theoretical background with modern
methods as well as applications from recent lead finding
and optimization projects divided into two parts on the
thermodynamics and kinetics of drug receptor interaction
the text provides the conceptual and methodological basis
for characterizing binding mechanisms for drugs and other
bioactive molecules it covers all currently used methods
from experimental approaches such as itc or spr right up to
the latest computational methods case studies of real life
lead or drug development projects are also included so
readers can apply the methods learned to their own
projects finally the benefits of a thorough binding mode
analysis for any drug development project are summarized
in an outlook chapter written by the editors
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structural concrete discusses the design and analysis of
reinforced and prestressed concrete structural components
and structures each of the eight chapters of the book
tackles a specific area of concern in structural concrete the
text first deals with the serviceability and safety and then
proceeds to the properties of materials and mix designs the
next two chapters cover reinforced concrete beams and



slabs chapter 5 discusses column and walls while chapter 6
tackles reinforced concrete frames and continuous beams
and slabs the next chapter discusses design structures
while the last chapter covers prestressed concrete the text
will be of great use to undergraduate students of civil and
structural engineering professionals whose work involves
concrete technology will also find the book useful
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serving as a flagship driver towards advance research in the
area of big data platforms and applications this book
provides a platform for the dissemination of advanced
topics of theory research efforts and analysis and
implementation oriented on methods techniques and
performance evaluation in 23 chapters several important
formulations of the architecture design optimization
techniques advanced analytics methods biological medical
and social media applications are presented these chapters
discuss the research of members from the ict cost action
ic1406 high performance modelling and simulation for big
data applications chipset this volume is ideal as a reference
for students researchers and industry practitioners working
in or interested in joining interdisciplinary works in the
areas of intelligent decision systems using emergent
distributed computing paradigms it will also allow
newcomers to grasp the key concerns and their potential
solutions
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meta content text html charset iso 8859 1 equiv content
type body a philologically robust approach to the history of
ancient hebrew in this book the authors work toward
constructing an approach to the history of ancient hebrew
that overcomes the chasm of academic specialization the
authors illustrate how cross textual variable analysis and
variation analysis advance research on biblical hebrew and
correct theories based on extra linguistic assumptions
intuitions and ideologies by focusing on variation of forms
uses in the masoretic text and variation between the
masoretic text and other textual traditions features a
unique approach that examines the nature of the sources
and the description of their language together extensive
bibliography for further research tables of linguistic
variables and parallels
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as time goes on big companies such as amazon microsoft
google and apple become increasingly interested in virtual
assistants the interest and development of social robots has
put research into affective and social computing at the
forefront of the scene the aim of opinion analysis in
interactions is to present methods based on artificial
intelligence through a combination of machine learning
models and symbolic approaches also discussed are natural
language processing and affective computing via the



analysis and generation of socio emotional signals the book
explores the analysis of opinions in human human
interaction and tackles the less explored yet crucial
challenges related to the analysis methods of user opinions
within the context of human agent interaction it also
illustrates the implementation of strategies for selecting
and generating agent utterances in response to user
opinions and opens up perspectives on the agent s
multimodal generation of utterances that hold attitudes
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